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“Love of culture and traditions…living in the contemporary world… restoring the
sensibilities of a bygone era. Restore, revisit and rejuvenate. Creating the perfect
balance between the old and the new. Re invent, relive the co-existence.”

Nunc Et Orci

SURA Skirt
Asymmetrical skirt
with built in shorts.
Perfect for play
and dress up.
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2yrs-8yrs
SSKB Rs.2250
SSTB

A

Sura
Contemporary silhouettes with traditional
hand blocks printed by artisans with
vegetable dyes on 100% organic cotton.
Lovely ensemble for play and dress up in sizes
2yrs to 8yrs.
SIMI Top
A comfortable and versatile top with elasticized shoulders
and waist.
SSTB INR.1950

B

SURA skirt
Asymmetrical , Bohemian skirt with uneven hems.
Accents of handmade fabric flowers are delicately sewn on
the hems. Built in shorts makes it a must in your little girls’
wardrobe ….perfect for dress up and play.
SSKB INR. 2250
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SURA top
Hand block patterns crafted and
juxtaposed to create this simple and
contemporary silhouette.
Bell sleeves, neck and hemlines
accentuated with borders. The entire
garment is lined for comfort without
any fasteners.

STPB INR .1850

Nulla facilisi.
Mauris laoreet aliquet mi.

MUNNI dress
Simple, and classy… printed with
one of our specialized block
patterns.
Round neckline, double layered
bodice attached to a gathered
skirt, with a coconut button and a
loop in the back.
Hand block printed with vegetable
dyes on 100% cotton fabrics.

MUDB INR 1650
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A. Aenean elit.

SERENA dress

Serena is our standard of
style and comfort. A line
front placket, with two
coconut buttons and loop
fasteners in the front.
Chinese collar and an
intricate patterned
patchwork sewn
delicately in the back
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Fantastic visual effects
created by wooden
blocks and hand block
printed on 100% organic
cotton fabrics.

SETB INR. 2300
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SARAH dress
A simple, A-line garment with
front placket. Peter pan
collar and mother of pearl
button accents.
Hand block printed with
vegetable dyes on 100%
cotton fabrics.

SADB INR 1050

RUMI Shorts
Our most versatile shorts made in
our special ditsy paisley print.
Deep pockets with gathers and
a button fixture at the thigh
makes this very adaptable with
any top.
RUSH INR 950

NALA Dress
Cap sleeves , round neck line with a coconut button and a loop in the back. Lovely block
prints with accentuated pockets makes this dress special. Fabric flowers are delicately hand
sewn on the left pocket.
NADB INR 1850

SUMI
Ornate lace patterns
intertwined with traditional
paisley motifs adorn this
collection of block printed
garments.
Hand block printed with
natural dyes on 100%
organic cotton fabrics.

SUMI Skirt
Bouncy, three tiered frilly
skirt .Elastic waist and built
in shorts makes it perfect
for play and tea parties.
SMSK INR 1850
SUMI Dress
Quilted bodice with
gathered skirt and three
quarter sleeves. Spacious
pocket to store all the little
things collected on the
way. Vibrant, handmade
cotton thread pompoms
add a touch of whimsy.
SMDR INR 2250

LANA Skirt
A box pleated skirt with a dramatic print in a
earthy palette.
Elastic waist on the back with a button fixture
fastener on the side placket.

Vivamus

LASK INR 1650
LEYLA Skirt
Beautiful Paisley prints in Olive,
line up well in this knife
pleated
skirt.
LSKO INR.1850
Elastic waist -band and built
in shorts makes it very
comfortable.
LESK INR 1650

(item # XXXX) $000.00

MILI Dress
Our ditsy Paisley print on a
vibrant turmeric hue makes
this A-line dress special.

(item # XXXX) $000.00
(item # XXXX) $000.00
Condimentum
(item # XXXX) $000.00

Sleeveless with a high collar
back placket with coconut
buttons.
A perfect dress for layering.

MIDR INR 1650

RISHI

TWEET
Our line of baby clothes feature the perfect prints in
the right silhouettes.
Our soft 100% organic cotton in dainty prints and a
delightful color palette is just right for your bundle of
joy.
Hand block printed with vegetable dyes on 100%
organic cotton fabrics.
Age 0 - 2yrs.

Adorable top with bloomers, fabric ties, coconut
buttons with loops for ease and comfort. Simple,
unisex styling makes this ensemble a great
accessory for those baby coos.

NINA

RISHI INR 950
NINA INR 950
MAYA INR 950

Age 0 – 2years

MAYA

KUKU Jacket
A full sleeved, quilted
overlay jacket with a sweet
dot print makes this jacket
an adorable piece for a
baby’s wardrobe.
Hand block printed on
100% cotton with
vegetable dyes.
Ages 0-2yrs
KUJT INR 1050

A trim option of stunning stripes and dainty paisley for this sweet jacket.

